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"You couldn't ask for a finer guide to the future -- or the past -- than Doug Molitor." -- Larry Gelbart

(A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum, M*A*S*H, Tootsie)In this fast-paced, thrilling

journey through time, archaeologist David Preston comes into possession of a baseball supposedly

signed by the legendary Ty Cobb in 1908, thanks to Ariyl Moro and her mysterious companion, Jon

Ludlo. Except the ball tests out to be an impossible paradox. It was signed with a ballpoint pen (not

invented until 1938) using ink that's several centuries older. But then, Ariyl and Ludlo aren't who

they claim to be either.Ariyl, a voluptuous 6-foot-3 beauty, turns out to be a tourist from a 22nd

century paradise where time travel is the latest craze. Unbeknownst to her, however, her traveling

companion, Ludlo, is a psychopath whose thefts are starting to alter history. In a world were even

small changes in the timeline can cause catastrophic consequences, Ludlo's actions may

completely destroy the future.To stop Ludlo, David and Ariyl must solve a mystery involving Bronze

Age swordsmen, modern-day Nazis, a steampunk world, Albert Einstein, some highly skeptical

Founding Fathers, and a Golden Age Hollywood where the murder of a beloved movie star will spell

doom for civilization.
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An entertaining, well-plotted action piece that would film well, not surprising considering the author's

background in movies and TV. To its credit, the female character is the brawn (though she's also

shallow and ignorant). You have to suspend some disbelief and just go along for the ride, but it's a

time travel story, so you were already suspending some disbelief going in.The author gives a

convincing impression of having done his research - not having done the same research, I can't say

more than that. I didn't catch any obvious wrong notes in the historical scenes, apart from using the

horns of a gold statue to cut bonds (gold doesn't take a good edge; it's too soft). The plot is mostly

consistent, though I did pick up what seemed to be a contradiction over whether the Time Crystal

would or would not respond to instructions from the hero, and it weaves together well.There's plenty

of action, with the genetic superwoman from the future flinging around Nazi goons, as per the cover,

and various other antagonists, and the narrator, a former competitive fencer, getting to use his

sword skills multiple times. I do question whether someone used to fencing with a light competition

saber would be able to adapt so quickly to a shorter and heavier sword, though I accept that he

would be better than someone with no training.It was clear from early on that the two main

characters would get together. Considering that the woman comes off initially as a vapid airhead,

with her appearance being the main thing going for her, I wasn't enthused about that development,

and although her heroic desire to do the right thing did come out in the course of the book, she

doesn't really develop enough for me to applaud the hero's taste. I find it believable that he would

end up with her, but don't predict it working out in the long term.The book as a whole has more

depth than the heroine, and a degree of originality, and I do enjoy a time-travel story. It's fun,

action-packed and generally well written, though there are some odd mangled sentences with words

missing or in the wrong order which haven't been caught, despite the author's acknowledgements to

a long list of people for reading over the text. It needs someone to read it upside down, backwards

or aloud to pick up these errors.Entertaining.

This book was so totally fun. It also contains an amazing amount of accurate historical details, for

those of you who like history (and time travel throughout it!).I really had a good time reading this



book, and so bought its sequel, because I liked the characters and the various sequences of their

time travel so much.I'm not sure I get the logic behind the logic of their time travel and potential time

paradoxes, but it doesn't matter. It is a thoroughly entertaining story with intelligent (and rock-a**)

characters and plenty of action. You won't be bored, I guarantee that.

In the process of recovery from recent surgery, I was looking for a distraction. Something that would

divert my mind from the pain and "take me away" like a Calgon bath. That's when I found

MEMOIRS OF A TIME TRAVELER and, boy, did it ever. It took me to places and events that were

as unpredictable as they were surprising and fun . If a book doesn't get my attention early, I am apt

to put it down and let it sit for a while, but Molitor's writing had me from page one. It's a thrill a

minute/laugh a minute adventure that will keep you entertained all the way to the end. The author

has obviously done his homework. His attention to detail is impeccable and his witty dialog had the

endorphins flowing - who knew that baseball, archeology and Nazi's could go together so well. In

the 1970's I did a radio show in Philadelphia and was at the Liberty Bell for the Bicentennial in 1976.

Not to give too much away, I don't seem to remember the area being attacked by French warships

as members of the Mohawk tribe helped the British fend them off. Either that was due to Molitor's

vivid, well researched imagination or it was because I was doing rock & roll radio in the 70's. I'll opt

for #1. That's just a small part of the fantastic journey that is MEMOIRS OF A TIME TRAVELER.

Baseballs and ballpoint pens, a golden Minotaur and an  beauty from the future who can knock your

socks off in more ways than one. I highly recommend this book and you will too once you've read it.

Can't wait for the movie!

The author did a nice job of weaving historical facts into his story. The story itself was a little

confusing at times. But, it was interesting. The premise is somewhat along the lines of Star Trek's

"The City on the Edge of Forever". So it wasn't breaking any new literary ground. But he did a nice

job of keeping me guessing with some twists.The two main characters were likeable and reasonably

fleshed out.It is NOT a standalone novel. I will probably read the sequel.

I'd just finished reading Memoirs of a Timelord and I saw this book and decided to stay with the

theme (no they are not related at all, they just have similar names.)Anyhow, I really liked this book

and the author's take on 5th dimensional alternate realities. But most of all I liked his characters.

The hero and heroine are both very well illustrated and keep you wanting to read just to find out how

they survive. It was a fun book really. Definately worth the read if you like books about time travel, or



just good ol' fashioned sci-fi.

I enjoyed this book. It was nice and was a tour thru history. However It probably could have been a

littles faster. A 6'3" women who makes Wonder Woman seem small and is self healing as well as

immortal seems hard to believe. Oh well we'll meet her and her archeologist boy friend in the next

book. The Sword fight at the end was good and the fight with Hollywoods big Guys, Stewart,

Reagan, and Wayne seemed real enough. The character of Orson Wells was well written and this

part of the novel seemed real enough. With practice I think the author will have a successful series.

As a lover of time travel stories this is worthy of your time. As a resident growing up in Los Angeles

could follow the story without any problems. All the references to people of history is a great plus.

This tale would make a great movie. I look forward to the next chapter.
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